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At age 18 a U.S. citizen can
vote, join the military, determine his or her health care and
get married. Before long, purchase alcohol may be added to
that list if the 100-plus university presidents who have signed
the Amethyst Initiative are
heard.
The goal of the initiative,
backed by University President
Randy Dunn, is to get national
conversatiort going about problems the 21-year-old drinking
age causes on college campuses
across the nation, such as dangerous binge drinking and
reluctance to report alcoholrelated accidents.
Dunn said the university
atmosphere is partially to
blame for the binge drinking on
campuses because colleges

have a drinking atmosphere,
but public universities enforce
a no-alcohol policy on campus.
NWhat we have done is foster
a situation that has caused
binge drinking and clandestine
drinking and it pushes this
behavior off campus where students go and binge drink whenever they can, and that doesn't
make for a healthy environment," Dunn said.
Dunn said from what he has
heard from those willing to talk
about legal 21, many people fear
lowering the drinking nge will
result in more drunken driving
accidents.
According to the U.S.
Depart ment of Transportation's National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, their
concern is legitimate. In 2004,
drivers ages 18 to 21 were
involved in more fatal crashes
where the driver had a blood

alcohol level of at least .08.
They were followed by the 25
to 34 age group, according to
stopimpaireddriving.org.
Dunn said he thinks Murray ·
State students are responsible
enough to make good decisions.
"I don't see them as automatically not being ready to handle
this," Dunn said...We're not
saying we think it should go to
18, or 19 or whatever. We're
saying this should be looked at.
This speaks more to the culture
of the campus and student
behavior."
If the drinking age is lowered, Dunn said · officials will
still enforce the no-alcohol on
campus policy.
Dunn said his signature on
the initiative represents him as
a president of a university, and
does not necessarily represent
the view of Mur ray State.
"The presidents see a respon·

sibility to speak to the country
on this and provide some leadership on how to have a national dialogue," Dunn said.
Andrew Grassman, senior
from Louisville, Ky., said he
sees both sides of the argument.
On one hand, because the government grants 18-year-olds so
many other adult rights, Grassman said purchasing alcohol is
the next logical step into adulthood.
"I think that if you're old
enough to go to war and die for
your country, you're old
enough to drink," Grassman
said.
Grassman said even though
18-year-olds are considered to
be an adult, and may already
drink, he doesn't think most are
mature enough to handle the
side effects of alcohol.
"When I was younger. of
course I thought you should be

able to drink at 18, but now that
I'm older, I realize not all of
those decisions 0 made while
drinking) were smart," Grassman said. "At 18 you're still not
ready to make smart decisions,
especially if you've never drank
before. Twenty-one is a good
age so that you've experienced
enough to handle drinking
more responsibly."
Bob Wegrzyn, sophomore
from St. Libory, Ill., said lowering the drinking age is a good
idea to help prevent binge
drinking, but he said he doesn't
necessarily think changing the
law will effect at what age students begin to drink.
Said Wegrzyn: "If you're
under 21 and you really want to
drink, you're going to find a
way to drink."
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.
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Minimum wage increase causes cut backs
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
An increase in minimum wage is usually something to celebrate, but for several
Murray State students the increase is
coming with a decrease in hours.
As of July 24 the federal minimum
wage increased from $5.85 to $6.55 an
hour. Although the increase may not
seem large to some, the University
employs hundreds of Federal work-study
and University-study students to work
across campus.
Federal work-study students are
allowed to work up to 12 hours a week
depending on their package and at the
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new hourly wage, the University potentially could be paying an additional
$436.80 per student over the course of
one year.
Lori Mitchum, director of financial aid
and scholarship, said many departments
on campus have to either cut student
positions or cut student hours this year to
stay within their budgets.
"Every office had federal work study
slots reduced," Mitchum said. "We don't
want to cut students' positions, but we
have to."
Mitchum said the students are not the
only ones suffer ing from the new
changes.
"The University is going to have to

David Borum
Contributing writer
Murray State is continuing to
create equal opportunities for a
more diverse University commu·
nity following a visit from the
Kentucky Committee on Equal
Opportunity visit to campus April
22 and 23.
"(The c~uncil 's report) was
very comphmentary to the campus," University President Randy
Dunn said. "It suggests some
areas in where we need to
improve upon."
According to the KCPE report,
the key findings of the April visit

work around it too because they have less
students working the same amount of
hours ... less students have to cover the
same area."
Additionally, there is another problem
looming in the distance. According to
laborlawcenter.com, another minimum
wage increase will take affect July 24,
2009, which will increase the federal
hourly wage to $7.25.
"Students are making a lot more
money," Mitchum said. ''(Minimum
wage) went up 70 cents and we're going
to have to experience this change again
next year when it goes up again."
Amanda Crider can be reached ac
amanda.crider@murraystate.edu.

applauded Murray State's minority-attracting efforts, but it said
there is still room for improve·
ment.
"Some of the challenges identi·
fied include the geographical
location of MSU in regard to student recruitment, building an educational community that enables
minority students to own a certain level of acceptance and comfort when they enroll, and the
dearth of African American faculty" the report stated.
Dunn said he is working on a
plan to address the concerns in
the council's report, which be will
present in October.

The need for diversity was presented in 1997 when the Kentucky
Council for Postsecondary Education challenged Kentucky public,
private and community universi·
tics to double the amount of
degree holders in the state by
2020.
Josh Jacobs, Deputy to the President, said Murray State has
implemented the 12 by 12 initiative to reach this goal. The objective is to increase enrollment
from about 9,000 students currently enrolled to 12,000 by 2012.
Amanda Davenport, sophomore
from Denton, Texas, said Murray
State differs from universities in

Photo Illustration by Misty Hays/The News

her home state.
~~ feel like <Murray State is>
slightly less diverse (than some
universities)," Davenport said.
According to the 2006 U.S.
Census Bureau, minorities compose 11.5 percent of Kentucky's
population and Calloway County's minority population is less
than 8 percent
Said Davenport: "I believe rural
stereotypes of south-western
Kentucky hurts the promotion of
a more diverse university setting,
but I 'know improvements are
being made."
David Borum can be reached at
david.borum@murraystate.edu.
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Bikes, mopeds prove to be ideal transportation
Clayton Vertrees
Staff writer
To combat demanding fuel
prices, Murray State continues sharpening its energy
consciousness through new
technology as well as small,
simple gestures.
On a personal scale, Jeff
Viniard, graduate student
from Crestwood, Ky., said his
decision to ride a bike instead
of driving around campus in a
car, came as a response to
both the expediency of
cycling
and
financial
demands of gasoline.
A longtime cyclist, Vinlard
said while he always had his
bike nearby, there seemed little motivation to bike instead
of walk while living in a rcsi·
dential college.
After moving into an apartment off campus his junior
year Viniard found cycling to
classes help manage fuel
costs, as well as maintaining a
speedy commute between
home and campus.
While Viniard considers
cycling a legitimate mode of
transportation between his

apartment and classes, he also
understands each person has
unique personal boundaries
for gas prices - boundaries which for most, have been
crossed.
Though gas p rices arc
decreasing many agree the
cost is still an issue to work
around.
"There are statistics saying
highway miles ar~ down,
automotive injuries are down,
and in a completely unempirical way of looking at it, I do
see more bikes on campus
anymore." Viniard said "All
bikes are not just being
walked up to some rack and
staying chained there all
semester."
As uncommon as t hings
like cycling may still seem in
people's routines. Viniard
said college environments
like Murray State's encourage
bold answers to common
problems.
Though originality toward
energy problems n;taY seem
unique to college towns,
Viniard said he expects habits
adopted at Murray State to filter outward as graduates

tiNI\'eR.~ITY

return to their homes or venture toward careers.
"As a college town, people
in Murray are a bit more
open-minded and a bit more
willing to apply creative solutions to problems," Viniard
said. "Without a doubt, the
University has the power to
export that mind set."
When support for alterna·
tive energy techniques still
was hesitant, Murray State's
transportation department
recognized an opportunity to
advance its role as a proponent of green technology.
Dickie T urner, assistant
director for Murray State's
department of transportation,
said fmancial incentives from
the Kentucky Clean Fuels
Coalition fac ilitated initial
application of ceo-friendly
technologies to vehicles.
Through subsidies from the
Clean Fuels Coalition, Turner
the
transportation
said
department received aid to
pay for .infrastructure associated with installation of various fuel technologies.
"I think the University's
mind set of energy efficiency

comes from both the faculty
and students," Turner said.
"Murray State has tried to be
green through our fuels since
2001 through use of ethanol,
flex-fuel, biodiesel and using
ElO gasoline instead of regular unleaded."
With an average trip of
roughly 250 miles and two
passengers per vehicle, Turner said the decision to also
purchase a wider array of
vehicles for reservation followed demands for a variety
of automobiles to hold more
specific group sizes.
"In the last year-and-a-half,
we have continued adding
more types of vehicles to our
fleet, whereas a year, or yearand-a-half ago, we only had
one car. the Ford Taurus,"
Turner said.
"We listened to what people had to say and saw the
need for things like mini vans,
smaller vehicles like the Ford
Focus and somewhat larger
cars like the Chevrolet
Impalas."

Clayton Vertrees can be
reached at jamcs.vertrecs
@murraystatc.edu.

Bethany rvlut(ett!Conrril>utin8 photographer

Students, faculty and staff park their bicycles, mopeds and motorcycles
In the parklno lot front parklm~ lot located outside the entrance of Faculty Hall throuohout the week.
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Fraternities, campus organizations
move social events from Thursday to Friday to encourage involvement
.
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of The Murray
State News.
Monday fun-day, wasted Wednesday,
thirsty Thursday.
If it's a day that ends in "y," then for
many college students it's a party night:
the college ritual of making the school
week just a little shorter and the weekend
just a little longer is not new.
Yet, many students pay the price of
partying hard on Thursday and waking
up with Friday morning hangovers and
class absences.
To encourage a seven-day-a-week campus, some organizations are taking the
initiative to move their party nights and

events to the weekend.
Vice President for Student Affairs Don
Robertson said he has encouraged many
Greek organizations to move their party
nights to Friday as opposed to Thursday
not only for the academic benefit, but to
also enhance activities on campus.
"I have encouraged Greek groups and
other groups to say 'Why not have your
party night on the weekends?"' Robertson
said "It's much more logical than doing it
during the week. Monday through Thursday, your focus should be on academics
and don't do things that are going to take
away or compete with your studies."
The Murray State News supports the
move from Thursday to Friday.

First, on the premise that partying on
Thursdays most likely interferes with a
student's studies.
Secondly, as a student-run organization, The News endorses any activities
which would create more campus
involvement and a tighter campus community.
Robertson said other organizations on
campus are trying to offer more weekend
activities and events to entice students to
save some gas and stay on campus during
the weekend.
Food Services tries to serve exemplary
meals such as steak on the weekends so
students won't feel like they are missing
home-cooked meals. The Student Gov-

1
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crnment Organization has been involved
in organizing activities on the weekends
to also encourage campus involvement.
Lovett Live has hosted concerts on the
weekends for students and the public.
Also, athletics events held on campus
such as football or soccer encourage students involvement.
Robertson said he wants students to get
the most they possibly can out of their
college experience, and by missing the
weekend students can miss a lot.
"A big part of college is maximizing
your experiences," he said. "The way
your going to maximize it is being here
all seven days and taking advantage of all
of the many things that are going on."

what do you think•••
should party night switch to Friday?
· No, I think every night should be a party
night."
Bob Wegrzyn • St libby, Ill.
sophomore

"No, they shouldn't change it. because
you can party three nights in a row
instead of just two."
Kalyn LeBrun • Mayfield. Ky.
sophomore
1

'They can try to change it. but we're still
going to go out on Thursday if we want to."

lyndsev Staples • Haubstadt. Ind.
junior
Caitlin Ounnagan/The News
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Letters
Alum commends the News for story about
Vice President of Student Affairs

Student government president asks students to get involved

Dear Murray State News.
I hope everyone has had a great first full

•
!' '
Kara
Mantooth
Kara Mantooth is a
senior from
Owensboro. Ky.

week of classes. For those of you who do
not know me, I am Kara Mantooth, your
Student Government president for the
2008-09 school year.
I'd like to begin by thanking all of you
for this amazing opportunity to serve you
and represent you on the Board of
Regents.
Being a child of two Murray State graduates, I've grown up coming to Murray
State homecomings and hearing amazing
stories about this University my whole
life, and I can't think of a better way to
give back to Murray State and it's students
than serving in this capacity.
There are several things I talked about
with students during my campaign last
spring, and through those conversations
I've seen what the students at Murray
State need from me.
There was a lot of talk about organizations feeling they are not represented by
SGA, so over the summer we tweaked the
guidelines for the Campus Organization
Representation Program as well as the
SLIP fund to better serve you.
I don't want to bore you with all of the
details of these two programs but I would
like you to know that if you are in a organization on campus you will see an SGA
senator at your meetings from time to

time to bring you news about what we
have worked on and to bring your concerns back to the senate.
Also, know that through the SLIP fund
program your organization is able to
receive funding from SGA at $250 a
semester if you apply and are approved
through our interview process.
For more information on CORP and the
SLIP fund please don't hesitate to email
me, call or come visit the SGA office any
time.
Being involved in Student Government
is one of the most rewarding activities a
student can be involved with at Murray
State and I would like to encourage everyone to try to fmd their niche in SGA,
whether it be volunteering to help with
the Campus Activities Board, as a cabbie
or applying for open senate positions
throughout the year.
All vacant positions within SGA are
advertised through the Murray State
News. so be sure to look for an opportunity to get involved and once again, please
don't hesitate to contact me with any
questions or concerns throughout the
year.
I hope you all have an amazing school
year and I look forward to working with
you.
Go Racers!

I wanted to commend you for the recognition of
Vice President of Student Affairs Don Robertson
within the pages of the April 25 edition.
If it were ever necessary, you would have enough
content to devote an entire tabloid issue on Dr. R. as
his list of contributions to the Murray State campus
is one that stretches the amount of miles he runs per
day.
Whether it's to watch a senior student present
his/her thesis, or attend an off-campus fundraiser or
memorial service, a low-brow social function or a
small scale bake sale located in the depths of the universities' most mundane building, Dr. Robertson's
attendance is ever present within every facet of campus life.
At the end of the day, however, I'm not sure which
feat is more impressive - his ever modest demeanor
despite such a high profile position, or his uncanny
ability to establish the perfect balance of family,
faith, health and friendship while juggling, without a
doubt, the most complex day-to-day schedule in
Murray.
l can honestly say my seven years as a Racer would
not have been as fulfilling without having Dr. R as an
ally and a confidant. And if you've yet to make the
country's tallest university administrator a part of
your college experience. I highly encourage you to
do so as quickly as possible ... I promise you won't
regret it.
Thanks for your continued devotion and loyalty to
the blue and gold, Dr. R
Sincerely.

- Chris fung, Murray State alum, Union, Ky.
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Face Off

No

Yes
Current drinking
law endangers
under-agers
Two of the characteristics of a
Murray State graduate assert the
importance of students engaging in
ethical behavior, responsible citizenship and in maintaining a
healthy lifestyle. r believe our students ..: and many students at colleges and universities around the
country - are able to fulflll these
goals. If I didn't think this was the
case, I would not have joined about
130 other presidents from across
the nation in becoming a signatory
to the Amethyst Initiative.
To be clear at th~ outset,
Amethyst is a call for discussion
about drinking on campuses. It is
not, as some headlines have mistakenly suggested, a demand to reduce
the legal drinking age from 21 to 18,
19 or anything else. College and
unive..-sity presidents live continually among this population and we
know the life-altering damage alcohol can cause if used improperly at
any age. With the legal drinking age
at 21, most Murray State students
are making healthy choices regarding alcohol and those smart choices
come from education and information young adults learn, not some
switch that turns on at age 21.
Let me try to explain some of the
added reasons why I think the time
has come for thoughtful, sustained
debate and discussion on "Legal
21." College students who wish to
drink are doing so. But they are
doing so in a way that promotes
binge drinking, clandestine drinking and drinking to intoxication
whenever an opportunity to do so
arises. This is a problem and is
what I worry abo11t at night as a
university president. It strikes me
that "Legal 21" may be encouraging
the very kind of illegal and dangerous behavior it was meant to curtail.
I signed on with Amethyst
because I hope it can lead to some
honest, open, and forthright dialogue about students' responsibility
and accountability. I believe the
vast majority of Murray State students have proven themselves as
young adults and they can learn
how to drink responsibly. They can
drive, vote, get married, go to war,
enter into contracts. pay taxes,
decide on their own health care and
pretty well exercise all the privileges society confers upon "adults"
- but according to federal law they
cannot be trusted to consume alcohol in any circumstance or situation. To me, that seems counterintuitive.
Unfortunately, the research is

Randy
Dunn

University
President

not clear on the question of "Legal
21's" effectiveness in preventing
accidental deaths, alcohol abuse
and other negative outcomes of
drinking. There is a body of
research suggesting that setting the
drinking age at 21 has reduced
underage and binge drinking over
the· past quarter-century.
But, there is also a sufficient body
of research in the other direction to
call these findings into account.
Alcohol-related traffic fatalities in
Puerto Rico, where the legal age is
18, dropped by 11 percent last year.
according to research cited by
Amethyst.
Any claim that "science" is
unequivocally on the side of a specific drinking age is wrong. Half of
the peer-reviewed studies on the
effect of the drinking age on fatalities show a positive correlation,
while half the studies show no correlation. Much more study and targeted research needs to happen and
Murray State must continue its
numerous education programs
around alcohol and the problems of
abuse.
We have an especially fine program in our Health Matters for Students series. Murray State is further involved in peer-to-peer training. a community training partnership and we've actively undertaken
grant writing for this purpose. The
University's enforcement efforts
remain important as well. But the
key to countering problems with
alcohol is education and such is the
mission of a university. Because of
this, I felt it my responsibility as a
president to support the Amethyst
Initiative. Let the public policy disT
course ensue ... as it should.
This commentary was edited for
length. To see the full version visit
thenews.org

Teenagers are
too young to
handle alcohol

Judy
Lyle
Health
Services
Educator

risk drinking where youth and
adults use alcohol in a manner
that puts the drinker in harm's
way, physically or emotionally.
Harm includes alcohol poison·
ing, impairment leading to poor
decision-making regarding sexual behaviors, driving and
impairment that leads to academic failure.
In 1999, The Coalition for
Alcohol Risk Education was
formed. The coalition is composed of Murray State faculty,
staff, students and community
members. Our mission is simple: Reduce high risk drinking.
We do this through education,
encouraging evaluation of policy, encouraging policy enforcement and correction of misperWhat is the proper, legal
ceptions through social norms
drinking age? Is it age 18, 21,
campaigns. This semester we
lower or higher? If you have
will implement a peer educabeen watching the news, you
tion program, a social hostwill have noticed there is a call
training program, server trainfor dialogue on this issue.
ing programs and social marketWhile I am not in favor of
ing campaigns.
lowering the drinking age to 18,
We have seen improvements
I do think this provides a great
in student behavior such as: the
opportunity to discuss the issue
number of drinks consumed
of alcohol and approaches to
when partying (71 percent say
addressing high risk drinking.
they
have 0-4); the number of
So why not lower the drinkdays per month alcohol is coning age? As someone who works
sumed (70 percent say they
with Health Services, I feel it is
used 0-2 days out of the last 30);
important to provide students
and 85 percent state they do not
with the maximum opportunity
to be successful. Many signifi- . drive after drinking, according
to responses to the 2008
cant research studies have
National College Health Assessshown the brain continues to
ment by 771 Murray State studevelop until approximately age
dents.
25. The part of the brain that
Does this mean our work is
controls reasoning. and cognitive ability takes that longest to - done. and problems don't exist
at Murray State? Of course not,
mature; thus, underage drinkbut most students are making
ing, especially heavy drinking.
healthy choices regarding alcoaffects memory and reasoning.
hol and this is with the drinking
The part of the brain responsiage set at 21. We can do better
ble for forming new memories
and it will take work from paris noticeably smaller in youth
ents, administration, faculty,
who abuse aJcohol. Alcohol use
staff and students, not just the
in adolescence decreases execucoalition.
tive functioning, memory, spaMurray State is a community
tial, operations and attention
and family. For our family to be
among adolescents. Faced with
functional, we must continue
this information, my efforts will
the dialogue. However, the conbe directed toward reducing
versation should not be limited
high risk drinking that includes
to the issue of reducing the
underage drinking.
drinking age; barriers are built
Ultimately, the argument
between the factions of pro and
over legal drinking age is mootcon that prevent us from workcolleges and universities must
ing toward real solutions.
still provide a safe environment
Students must participate in
in which students can be sucthe dialogue and help to design
cessful in their academic purand implement the solution,
suits and grow as individuals to
since ultimately, they are the
become productive citizens in
ones who will live with the decisociety. I believe the problem
we can all agree upon is high
sion.

Inside the Office

Agroup of The Murray State News staff members gives its piece on adifferent topic each week.

Assistant
News Editor

"The issue that matters
most to me at this point is
foreign policy. I feel like if
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the war in Iraq and
Afghanistan, the economy,
as well as abortion and
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age be reconsidered?

Should the

"Of course, the economy is
one of the biggest things
right now. Personally, the
issue of abortion weighs
heavily in my mind."

The new generation of

athlete junkies
My alarm rang entirely too early. I rubbed
sleep out of my eyes,
threw on a rumpled
pair of running shorts
and a t-shirt and
dragged my tired, sore
legs down the stairs
across the practice
Alaina
fields and over to the
Zanin
stadium.
In a dimly lit room, I
was handed a smaU plastic cup and was
followed into the bathroom by a strange
woman wearing plastic gloves. She asked
me to lift my shirt, turned on the bathroom
faucet to help me, I guess, and told me to
go ahead.
Tentatively, I took the cup into the stall
anu with the door wide open, tried to think
of waterfalls and rivers. anything besides
the fact that some strange woman was
watching me pee.
I eventually prevailed, squeaked out a
satisfactory amount and exited the room as
fast as humanly possible.
Oh, the cost of being a collegiate athlete.
After awhile strict NCAA drug testing
becomes second nature, now I can just go
in there and get the job done. I wish this
wasn't the way it has to be, but I understand why it is.
rf I need to pee to play, I will.
The NCAA wants there to be a fair and
level playing field for its athletes. The
organization also wants athletes to train
and prepare themselves in the healthiest
way possible without the use of performance enhancers, hormones or steroids.
Many professional athletes are not held
to the same drug testing standards as col·
Jegiate, but undoubtably there are ways to
circumvent the system in both cases.
Regularly, the media focuses on certain
high profile athletes that are caught using,
but the general public doesn't realize the
problem is much more widespread than it
is portrayed in professional sports.
This stems from several different rea·
sons including lack of testing, inability to
. ...test for .new products and denial that it ls
even gomg on.
~ There are also other misconceptions
about the way in which steroids and performance enhancers are used. Many times
endurance athletes with use them during
training to help with recovery and muscle
rebuilding, but are off them for several
weeks prior to competition making them
undetectable.
While other types of performance
enhancers are used in sports requiring
strength and mass, such as football and
baseball.
The National Football League has basically turned a blind eye to performance
enhancer use in their sport. Even from a
conservative standpoint there at least has
to be a few users, just going by statistics
and probability. But, I contend there are
more users than non-users.
So what, right? What's the big deal?
They are already talented, they just want
to make it to the next level. They simply
want to do their best. Performance
enhancers don't do all of the work or even
most of the work, they still have to practice
hard.
And so wh.at if they could have terrible
health effects later in life? Professional athletes will probably have adverse health
effects from their sport anyway like arthritis or tendinitis. Think about how many
times a linebacker gets hit in one week,
multiply that by months, years? There is
no way that's not going to catch up with
him.
The same questions haunt every athlete,
novice or professional, little league or in
the majors are:
How far can I go? How much can I push
myself? What is my true potential?
Winning is deflnitely one of the most
addictive drugs out there and many athletes would sell their soul to have just a little glimpse of the glory and infamy that
goes along with it.
All other issues aside, the problem I
have with performance enhancers is the
dishonesty. So Let them be, let them shoot
up, let them count pills, let them live with
their guilt and dishonesty. They'll never
have the stratification of knowing whether
it was them or the drugs.
When I win, it will be so much sweeter.

Alaina Zanin con be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

Write to us
lhe Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. letters should be 300 words or tess. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries.should be limited to 500 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style. length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Partnership visits campus
Cornrnurritylearns
information about
insured medication
Ashley Cobb
Contributing writer
T he Partnership for Prescription Assistance•
visited Murray State for the sixth time since its.
establishment. The organization resided in
Kentucky to provide information to people in
such cities as Henderson, Paducah and Bowling Green.
The PPA's two-fold goal is to help educate
people who qualify for health insurance while
improving their access to programs providing
low cost insurance.
"We realized that ... a lot of people who are
qualified don't know about them and they're
not taking advantage of them and they should
be, so we set up the Prescription for Partnership Assistance," JeffTrewhitt, senior director
of communications and public affairs
spokesman for PPA said.
Since April 2005, the PPA has visited to
more than 2000 cities providing medical insurance at little to no cost for those financially
unable to otherwise afford it. The organization
has also attracted celebrities, such as Montel
W illiams, who is an advocate and national
spokesperson.
"The PP A is a concentrated and effective
effort to reach those who still need help, and I
am going to do everything I can to get the
. word out," Williams said in a press release.

Since its inception, PPA has help ed more
than 5 million people, including about 100,000
Kentuckians. Those who qualify include the
uninsured, low-to-modest incomes or no
insurance coverage patients.
"'It is a good faith effort by the pharmaceutical industry to make sure the people who need
help obtain what they need," Trewhitt said.
Heather Allen, sophomore from Paris, Tenn.,
a single mom of three and a full-time student.
doesn't have healt h insurance coverage.
" I und erwent brain surgery for a genetic
condition five months ago, and it's been quite
hard without health insurance," Allen said.
'"Doctors don't want to see you, misdiagnosis
time and time again, trying to find someone to
do the surgery, it's hard."
However, she said she is still skeptical of
PPA. Allen is worried about the quality of supplies and affordability and thinks progra ms
like PPA, while hdping many people, arc n ot
for hl'r. She does not go to the doctor often,
nor has any prescriptions.
Paula Cissell, sophomore from Louisville,
Ky .• said she has access to full health insurance
coverage from to her mother's hospital job.
She said she, too, is skep tical of the benefits of
the program, but sees its advantages.
"PPA seems like it would be helpful if one
would need prescriptions, because medicine is
very costly," Cissell said.
She th inks low cost prescription medications
are helpful, but she also said some people
would take advantage of the progra m, or in
some cases, the help would not be needed .
"People that can't go to the doctor will not
need pharmaceutical help, if they can not
afford to go to the doctor," Cissell said.
More people than ever are need ing medica·
tions and many simply can not afford it,
Trewhitt said. T he PPA bus rolls into all 50
states each year. For more info rmation abou t

Faculty and staff dine free
Food Services will allow faculty and
professional staff to eat free with students
for business purposes beginning Sept. 2.
Those wishing to obtain a meal pass for
Winslow Dining Hall may pick one up
from the dean of his or her department.
Richard Fritz, director of Food Services, said this is an attempt to encourage
students, faculty and staff to build relationships while dining together.

Alumni host tailgate party
The Alumni Center will host a pregame tailgate party 4 p.m. Sept. 20 at
Western Kentucky University at the
South Lawn near the Guthrie Tower
across from the stadium.
The tailgate will include hotdogs, hamburgers and refreshments for $12.
Reservations are required and must be
received before Sept. 17. Checks are
payable to MSUAA, 100 Easley Alumni
Center, Murr:.1y.
The game begins at 6 p.m. and costs $15
with a $5 per-order fee, if ordering o nline.
The deadline is Sept. 5. For more in formation contact the ,Alumni Association at
809-5600. Call Murray State Ticket Office
at 809-3000.
Rohin Phelpsl7h£'

the PPA through the Pharmaceutical Research
an d Manufacturers of America visit pparx.urg
o r call toll free 888-4PPA-NOW to speak with
a consultant to meet your needs.
Ashley Cobb can be reached at ashley.cobb@
murr ay5tate.edu.

Total number of uninsured:
Keatucky - 547,230
Tennessee- 820,080
Missouri - 699,960
Illinois -1,785,240
Indiana - 877,240
www.pparx.org
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The Partnership fpr Prescription Assistance bus parks outside of the Currls Center Friday.
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Red Cross visits Murray
The American Red Cross will visit
Murray from 12:30 to 5:30 p.m., Sept. 8, at
Wai-Mart Jucated on Highway 641 North.
AIL donors must be at least 17 years old,
weigh a minimum of 110 pounds and be in
good general health.
The American Red Cross encourages
all students. faculty and staff to donate
blood to assist cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy. For more information
or to schedule a b lood donation appointment cctll 800·GIVE-LIFE.

Think you have an eye
for news?
Have something
you want
reported?

.

Want to become
one of our
noteworthy
staff?

thenews.org
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& $5 au.ckets
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Free order of cinnamon chips
with a S20
purchase
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T he U.S. Department of Education's
federa l TRIO progr~1m received a grant
for $435,178 to continue college p reparation courses fnr first-generation highschool students.
The grant will serve 80 participants
from 17 local schools.
This summer, tlu.· Upward Bound pro·
gram assisted 54 students who lived on
campus while taking classes for college
credit.
The program abo offers academic
counseling, tutoring services, cultural and
academic enrichment and ACT preparation.
For more infor mation about the
Upward Bound program call Myra Yates
at 809-4492.
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Salad

Your ch1ee ol • houlll, club. grilled ch•ckon
or fr~ed chicken salad

r K~ t

Upward Bound continues

NILL!K

$4.99 11 a.m. til 5 p.m.
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Get your
news

Cheesesticks, Mushrooms,
jalapeno Stuffed Shrimp,
Chips & Salsa, Clam Strips,
Potato Skins, Cheese Fries.
Onion Straw Platter, Fried
Pickles, Chicken Poppers,
Cheese Bread, Personal
Nachos, Breadsticks

An • 1/2 •own4 ttvro a r or ba t ed

u.

~ /2 ~rice f~eer
Bud, Bud Light, M iller
Lite, Coors Li ght,
M ich U ltra
( Bottle & draft
gl ass onl y)
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The Partnership for Prescription Assistance bus outside the Currls Center, displays an ad last Friday.
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Rush Week

No Monthly
Maintenance Fee
Nt> Minimum Balance
requirements
Unlimited Check Writing
ATMNisa Debit Card
Free First Order of Checks
Free Online Banking &
Bill Pay

Info Night:
Attend either
5:30 p.m. Tuesday
or
8:30 p.m. Wednesday
Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge
More info? Contact

~t~ Make

it Simple!

830 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071
270 • 759 • 4852
'Memb e r

FDIG ~ ... ,.Y""""-""

!wlkorcadiz.com

Jennifer at 573-218-2247
jenniferl.howard® murraystate.edu
Megan at 270·339-3272
megan.locke ® murraystate.edu
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University prices continue to rise ~cross campus
Megan Locke
Contributing writer

I

The cost of textbooks. meal plans and tuition at Murray State are rising due to the economy, and students are
paying the price.
Richard Fritz, Food Services director, said not all food
items increased since last year. But, all prices that changed
based upon the results of pricing from suppliers. For
example, Domino's personal pan pizzas increased to $4.99
at Fast Track. The price increase is a result of a 33 percent
hike in the contract with the supplier.
"Going green," with the usc of biodegradable cups and
<:ontainers, created additional expenses for Food Services
as well.
Fritz said he supports the efforts to make Murray State
more environmentally-friendly and said the movement
toward ~going green" is part of educating students.
"(The costs are) not out of this world," he said.
Though the cost per meal at Winslow increased. it now
offers unlimited entrees, Fritz said. Therefore, Winslow is
offering more food along with the increased price.
"The prices at Winslow can be market-driven." Fritz said.
As for increases in meal plan prices, Fritz said Food Services is
pi:
g aht:ad for the future. A basic 180 meal plan now costs $1,217. Fritz
. • ut then.:, is a difference between cheap and affordable.
said his goal is
Even with the increased prices, 36 percent of the money from meal plans goes only to food and
35 percent goes to labor and benefits. full-time Food Services staff will receive no pay increases
thls year.
·
Along with services such as the 1\ookstore, Food Services i:s an auxiliary service. Food Services
collects no money from the University's general fund and tuition funds are not used to meet the
costs. Food Services can only operate off the money it brings in through charges such as meal
plans.
Fritz said Winslow is comparable to other buffets in Murray. such as August Moon and Sirloin
Stockade.
. "We did competitive pricing,'' he said.
Fritz said he has noticed more studt•nts opting to dine in Winslow this semester, despite the
changes.
Free refills ar~ still available at all campus dining locations. something Fritz said not all students rcali:tc.
"We're in a building process," Fritz said. "We reali:tc that when we make changes not all customers will like it."
Other campus eateries. such as Lhl~ Thoroughbrcwcd Cafes. have also seen price increases
since last year.

a~dabi

For example, horseshoe club sandwich increased from $2.50 to $2.89 and drinks now come in
bottles instead of cans.
Katie Pride, senior from Clay, Ky., works in Hart Thoroughbrewed Cafe. She
said many students react poorly when
made aware of the changt>s.
uwe have had a lot of complaints and
confusion," Pride said.
Pride said the workers at the cafe
often explain the meal plans to students, because many people do not
understand the new prices and
options.
With the increased prices and
changes in meal plans, Pride saiti)il....,._......,~
she thought business might
decrease as the semester continues.
"It will be interesting to sec
what happens when peoples'
Flex dollars start to run out,"
she said.
James Chamberlain. senior from
l
Earlington. Ky., said he has not purchased a meal plan from the University since the end of his sophomore year because the University docs not offer a wide variety of food, :;md meal plans are becoming too expensive.
"I think it's part of their scheme to get as much money out of us as possible," Chamberlain said.
The University bookstore has also seen a rise in prices, textbook merchandiser Allisa Matheny said.
"A lot of publishers across the board have gone up in prices," she said...We try our best with
used book companies and try to order as many as we can."
Other than publisher price increases. many professors arc requiring more expensive textbook
packages, she said. This often includes codes, readers. software and more online access.
Students can save up to 25 percent by buying used books, she said.
"Come in early." she said. "The early bird gets the used books."
The average cost the class paid for pre-packaged textbooks this year was $370, Matheny said.
Matheny also said nursing and accounting majors tend to spend more than other students.
Other universities, such as Southeast Missouri State University. offer textbook rentals to help
·
•'
students manage the Hsing costS.
uwhen you compare buying books for a year, instead of spending $600-$1,000 a year on books,
our students average around $150,'' Laurie Taylor, assistant manager of the SEMO bookstore,
said. "It's kind of like r~nting a movie from Blockbuster."
The Murray State bookstore does not have any plans to switch to a rental system. but has not
completely ruled it out for the future, Jack Vaughn, bookstore manager, said.
Megan Locke can be reached at megan.lockc@murraystat£'.cdu.
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Administrators say shorter work week 'a possibility'
Ashley Edwards
Editor in Chief
While the current economic state may cause
a lot of changes, don't expect it to affect the
work or class week at Murray State.
Although several businesses and universities
arc considering the option of a four-day work
week to cut back on commuting cosLs, University President Randy Dunn ~aid Murray State
will not execute the option anytime soon,
though it is on the radar.
"At this point we haven't tried to formulate
any program to do that," nunn said. "If (the
economy) geLs drastically worse, we'd have to
get pretty creative. The entire University system would have to gear up to a four-day week
to accommodate this."
Dunn said a shorter week is inconvenient for
students living on campus.
Ian Arbogast, junior from Emporia. Kan.. said

he sees the positives and negatives in moving
to a four-day work week. Arbogast said he does
not like the idea of a shorter week because it
could cause students to put off assignments
they would complete while on campus.
He said as a commuter, he also does not
think it would cut commuting costs for students because they typically live in Murray.
"for me, commuting isn't a major issue,"
Arbogast said. "With gas prices the way they
are, people are leaning toward walking and biking."
Arbogast said he thought shortening the
week for University staff could work as long as
students are still able to have access to professors and offices during business hours.
His concern is whether the University will
have to hire more employees to keep offices
open with employees working shorter weeks.
But he does not want a tuition hike to pay for
extra salary.

"I can see it being good for the individual, but
detrimental to the community," Arbogast said.
"It's an interesting concept, but in the longterm practice I'm a bit afraid of the consequences it would have on campus."
While students are geared towards a longer
week that works well for residential and campus life. Dunn said he is not opposed to University offices shortening their week.
Dunn said as long as offices are open Monday through Friday, he would consider allowing faculty to rearrange work schedules to
shorten their work week. though no offices are
doing so yet.
Registrar Kathy Kerr said she spoke with her
employees about transitioning to a shorter
week. She said with 13 full-time and two parttime employees, along with several student
workers. staggering schedules is not a problem.
Kerr said shortening the workweek would
cut back on nearly 20 percent of her employ-

ce's commuting cost, with some staff traveling
35 to 45 minutes each and gas costing around
$3.67 a gallon.
"On a personal level, it gives you one extra
day during the week to take care of business,"
Kerr said. "On an economic level, it would cut
commuting cost for some of these employees.
It's mainly for the benefit of our staff members
and what it costs to go to work."
Kerr said if the Registrar's office moves to a
four-day work week. they would initiate cross
training and coordinate schedules so ensure no
disruption in services available to students.
Kerr expressed her interest in a ~urvey distributcd by Staff Congress and said she is waiting to hear more information.
Though Dunn said a four-day work week
would a possibility for staff, students would
still attend a full week of classes.
Ashley Edwards c.1n be rcacb£'d at
asblcyb.cdwards@murraystatc.cdu.
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Olympians
coping with
home court
advantage
T he 14 d ays the world waited 1460 days
to watch - the 2008 Summer Olympics have quickly come and gone.
•With this, athletes around the world
have recently competed in some of the
biggest, most monumental performances
of "their lives on
the biggest stage
in the world.
·This year the
stage was set in
China, in turn
giving the Chinese
athletes
somewhat of a
home-field
advantage, right?
Some believe yes,
while others see
it as a disadvanAlison
tage.
You
would
Mugler
Edl
think that com5ports
pcting at home
tor
woftld allow you to perform at the comfort
level you're used to. In addition, you've
probably been practicing in the same area
day-after-day, with the same teammates
day-in-and-day-out. And now, you're
finally getting the chance for famlly and
friends to come watch you strut your stuff.
Well ... them and the rest of the world.
Here's where the cliche statement can
no longer hold tue. It's o ne thing to com·
pete in a state championship in front of
your high school with your Aunt Jane and
Uncle John from out of town watching.
It's another thing for billions of people
to sit down at their television sets, while
you attempt to prove to the world why
you arc talented enough to represent their
country. Nevertheless, I would still rather
compete at home, then half way across the
world.
While aimlessly browsing for new information on the Olympics (a.k.a. looking up
pictures of Michael Phelps in his Speedo
to put on my assistant's computer desk·
top), I found something that really baffled
me, but at the same time made perfect
sense.
I read that in the earlier stages of this
year. it was reported that Chinese sports
officials conducted 'an experiment to see
how their gymnasts would handle the
pressure of competing on their home turf,
' with the additional millions of people
watching along and the simple pressures
of living up to that so-called advantage.
Many of the gymnasts in the run for
competing in' the Olympics had been suppres~ed to allegedly living at their training
center since they were children.
· Because of this, many of the athletes
never had the chance to perform for anyone' but their coaches, therefore never facing that added pressure to perform in front
of their loved ones, not to mention the
world.
To deal with this potential problem, the
Chinese decided to host a number of"test"
events for the athletes, in addition to giving them tips to deal with their anxiety.
They even went so far as to provide some
of the athletes with sports psychologists.
· •Yes, 1 do think it is a bit ridiculous to
taKe a place of residence at your practice
fac1lity, and I also think a 16-year-old gymnasts with a psychologist could be a bit
over-the-top; nevertheless, the general
idea of their Olympic p reparation is brilliant in my eyes. It prepares the athletes
for something they've been preparing for
years - something bigger than themselves.
·This strategy from the Chinese include
preparations for both the physical and
mental effects that a high-anxiety competition like the Olympics can have on someone, especially after being cooped up in a
training facility most of your life. Not to
mention living up to the expectations your
country has on you to perform, with
everyone holding true to the assumption
the host country will come out on top.
Although many may feel these strategies
by the Chinse could pose as over the top,
take the fun out of the sport, etc., China
proved to be untouched by the added
stress of home court. I think this suppose
advantage does not relate at all in this situation, especially on such a high level
competition level as the Olympics. If anything it adds more stress to the occasion.

;4/ison Mugler can be reached at
;,Jison.mugler@murraystate.edu.
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Rahim new Racer assiStant coach·:
Ricky Martin

being at Murray State."
Player-coach relationships represent a very important factor in a
successful basketball team. and
Abdur-Rahim said he hopes he and
his players can hav~ a similar relationship to the one between he and
Kennedy.
"I think as any kid, you want to
have a relationship with your ~oach
to where he is more than just a
coach," Abdur-Rahim said. "When
you know that a guy generally cares
for you, you want to play that much
harder and you want to be that
much better ·of a player."
Abdur-Rahim is expected to be a
major contributor to rhc Racer's
staff recruiting high school players,
especially those in the Atlanta area.
Abdur-Rahim has large ties in
Georgia that are expected to produce very talented players for the .
Racers over the next several years.
"I thought recruiting would •
always be one of my strong-points,"
Abdur-Rahim said. '"The approach I
bring to it is whatever you do with
the kids, shoot them honest and
straight and hopefully that works."
" I have great relationships with
the AAU guys and high school
coaches down there in Georgia. I ·
think kids want to have someone
they can relate to, someone who
isn't going to sell them a dream,
from that standpoint, I feel like L
will be pretty good on the recruiting side."
"I'm excited about the upcoming
season and look forward to helping
make our student-athletes and program better." he said.
The Racers will enter the 20082009 season looking to improve
upon their 18· 13 overall record from
last season.
Ricky can be reached at
ricbard.mar:tin@murraystate.cdu.

Contributing writer
The men's basketball program
will have a familiar face working
the sidelines this season, as Head
Coach Billy Kennedy announced
the hiring of Amir Abdur-Rahim as
the newest assistant coach. AbdurRahim p layed under Kennedy from
2001 to 2004 at Southeastern
Louisiana University, and has
served as a graduate assistant at
Murray State the past two seasons.
Abdur-Rahim's interest in the
game of basketball is in large part
associated with his many siblings,
including the influence of his older
brother and current member of the
NBA's Sacramento Kings, Shareef
Abdur-Rahim,
who
Ke nnedy
helped recruit to California University while an assistant there.
"Growing up playing ball in our
family as the fourth oldest of five
was very competitive. You see your
brothers and sisters growing up
playing something and enjoying it
and you want that same enjoyment.
From there you develop that love
for the game and just love being
around it."
After graduating from Wheeler
High School in Marietta, Ga., where
he was named to the All-Cobb
County and Georgia All-State Honorable Mention teams, AbdurRahim played junior coll~e basketball. He joined Kennedy at Southeastern Louisiana one year later.
During his three-year run there,
Abdur-Rahim was a three-time AllSouthland Conference selection
and led the Lions in scoring three
straight seasons. He also finished
as the seventh all-time scorer at
Southeastern Louisiana with 1.282
points.
Abdur-Rahim's proudest accom-

Misty I inys/Tfw Nt'WS

New assistant coach Abdur-Rahim counselsredshirt freshman B.J. Jenkins durln9
team condltlonln9 this week.
plishment, however, was something
he was able to do through the help
of his teammates.
"My sophomore year we finished
7-20 overall," Abdur-Rahim said.
"My senior year we finished 20-9
and finished second in the confer·
ence."
Abdur-Rahim served as a graduate assistant for the Racers while
earning his master's degree in organizational communications and
upon. graduating was set to take
over the coaching vacancy at his
high school alma mater, a perennial
powerhouse in the high school bas·

kctball world.
He then learned of the opportuni·
ty to work again with Kennedy, and
decided it best for him to remain in
the college ranks.
Abdur-Rahim said he is eager to
begin his transition into the assistant coach role.
"I think the good thing that 1
bring to the table that scpar;.~tcs me
from other coaches, is that 1 have
been here the last two years."
Abdur-Rahim said.
"Over my time being here I've
been able to look and sec the tradi·
tion and pride that comes with

Club hosts youth summer skills clinic
Will Pinkston
ContriButing writer
The Murray State Wakeboard and Water Ski
Club made a big splash with the local youth ear·
lier this summer during a three-day basic skills
clinic promoted by Mastercraft dealer, Boatworks.
"We live 15 minutes from the lakes and it's
amazing how many kids haven't been wakeboarding or water skiing," club president Brian
Robertson said. "Our first goal with this clinic
was to promote water skiing and wakeboarding
to these kids."
During the three day clinic, held June 12·14,
about 20 youth of varying skill levels attended,
prompting the club to feel it hooked a portion of
the next generation of youth on these water
sports.
"We sold several wakeboards during the clinic,
because these people wanted to continue doing it
throughout the summer," Robertson said.
Mastercraft dealer, Boatworks. promoted the
basic skills clinic while also sending wakeboarding pro Jason Neagle and Mastercraft X-Star and
2007 KY INT State Champion Nathan Boric to
help the Murray State team put on the introductory clinic, held on Kentucky Lake.
The majority of the youth who showed up for
the clinic had little to no experience wakeboarding or water skiing and the team focused mainly
on the fundamentals of the water sports, such as
how to get up, proper stance and learning cuts.
"First we focus on getting you out of the water
and once you're out, we can show you some form
and how your stance should be," Robertson said.
"It's a feel, you just kind of have to learn it.''
The team also taught the youth moves and
other basics for them to work on after the three·
day event was concluded.
The basic skills clinic also helped bring in desperately needed funds for the club team. By

Cats, Cards
square-off for
anticipated
showdown

Jason Neagle takes air during the air relays. The team
recently be9an competing.
charging minimal fees for four-hour on the water
sessions. the team was able to use the money
earned to pay for team banners, team t-shirts and
to cover club expenses.
"A fairly cheap all-around wakeboarding boat
is about $55,000 and a new board can be bad for
between $300 and $600,'' club vice-president
Toby Hafer said. "With no funding and expen·
sive gas prices. we're doing everything we can to
get our name out there and raise money."
One way the team is getting their name out
there is by the team's Boat Day on August 27 in
front of the Curris Center.
Sponsored by Skipper's Boatique out of Cadiz,
Ky., the dealer brought two wakeboarding boats
and set up a booth with the Wakeboard and
Water Ski club as a form of club recruitment and
advertising.
"We've been showing off the boats and taking

Tim MacAllister
Assistant Sports Editor
It is one of the greatest rival·
ries in all of college sports.
The Louisville Cardinals and
Kentucky Wildcats will duke it
out in the first game of this sea·
son for both teams. Last year the
two teams put on an offensive
display that left the Wildcats on
top 40-34 when the dust settled.
Former quarterback for the
Wildcats, Andre Woodson, threw
a 57-yard touchdown to Steve
Johnson with just 28 seconds left
to give Kentucky a six-point lead.
Former Cardinal senior quar-

Photos rourte5y of Brian Robcrston

Laura Mitchell works with aparticipant durlOCJ the
club's clinic this summer. The wakeboard and waterski
club hosted Its own clinic this summer the clinic was
promoted by Mastercraft dealer. boatworks.
names all morning," said Hafer. "We've had a
great turnout, with a lot of interest and new people signing up."
With the successful turnout for the basic skills
clinic and for the Boat Day, the cluh is planning
on making the skills clinic an annual community
event and hosting a new fall clinic for Murray
State students who want to learn the basics of
wakeboarding and water skiing.
Will Pinkston can be reached at
wil/iam.pinkston@murraystatt.•.cdu.

terback Brian Brohm immediately
marched his team down the field
into hail mary position on the
field.
On the last play of the game
Brohm heaved a prayer towards
the end zone which was caught
by Harry Douglas on the ten but
he could not make the final ten
yards and the Cardinals fell less
than 10 yards short of a victory.
The new year brings new fa~es
in the quarterback slot for both
teams but with talented back·
fields and wide outs each tt'am
will have its own set of weapons.
The Cardinals arc coming off
of an up-and-down Sl'ason with a

18-HOI.E GOU' COliRSIO: & RQUW\U:N'I'
TIJRN·I.a:Y OPERATION

win over number 15 Cincinnati
followed by a 38·point loss to
South Florida. The Cardinals
ended the season with a record of
6·6.
The Wildcats also had a dramatic rollercoaster season including an overtime win over number
one ranked LSU and a 17-point
loss to Mississippi State.
Both teams hope to come away
with a victory in the first game of
the season and win the coveted
Governor's Cup. Kick-off is
scheduled for 2:30 p.m. Sunday.
Tim MacAllister can be reached
at timothy.macalli.ster@
murraystate.cdu.
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Topwater
Frogs make
bass shake
Left: Senior forward Krista
Muilkens attacks a
ball durln9 last
week's home open·
er. Top: Sophomore
Katie Wilson slides
to defend the ball
from the opposin9
team. Bottom:
Sophomore Katie
Wilson lun9es
between two opponents to retrieve
the ball for the
Racers durln9 their
home-opener.

Photos hy Rick Burrt',.IThe Nt!\vs

Racers drop home opener
Elizabeth Johnson
Contributing writer
The women's soccer team began regular season play last Friday losing to both Belmont in the
season home opener, and then North Dakota
State on Sunday.
Although possession was juggled between
Murray State anJ Belmont in the first period, the
ij.acers dominated both offensively nnd defen<ively.
• Belmont had just one shot at the goal in the
tJrst period.
The Racers had plenty pf shots on goal in the
iust period which led to the only goal in the first
45 minutes of play.
Freshman Jenna Fioranelli, scored her first collegiate goal with 2:31 remaining on the clock
~eforc halftime. Rookie Rachel Wright; drew the
assist when Fioranelli deflected in her corner
kick.
Much like the n"rst half, the last 45 minutes of
play was very intense on bnth sides of the field,
with many goal attempts and fouls.
• But, the Bruins controlled the ball more effec-

tively and gained possession more frequently,
resulting in the victory.
Belmont's Annie Musacchio scored both points
for the visiting team early in thl• !Wcond period.
The goals came from a penalty kick at 49:02 on
the game clock and then an unassistt;d goal with
the ball at the top of the hox getting passed Murray .State goalie, sophomore Tara Isbell, with
52:26 gone on the game clock.
Head Coach Beth Acreman said she was disappointed with the final score favoring Belmont at
2·1, especially after Murray had 17 attempts to
Belmont's six.
"They played 45 of90 minutes." Acreman said.
''You can't expect to win when you only play half
of the game. I told the team that Belmont would
come out on fire in the second half, but they didn't react well."
The Racers stepped back on 'the field on Sunday in a contest with North Dakota State. Murray
State had possession of the ball for the majority
of the first period with eight attemp ts in comparison to North Dakota State's three. The teams left
the field for halftime with two goose eggs still on
the scoreboard.

North Dakota came out strong in the second
half. Michelle Gaffaney scored only 5:52 inio the
second period with Lorraine Thompson picking
up the assist.
Later, with only 9:56 left on the clock, NDSU's
Thompson scored, unassisted, when a corner
kick went in for a goal.
The Racers remained scoreless for the entirety
o f the game, although they had six more shots
than the Bison at the end of the game. Katie Wil·
son and Kalli McCoy. combined for eight of Murray's 15 attempts.
"We just have to have a greater overall perfor·
mance," Acreman said, comparing their season
p lay with that of their exhibition game against
Mercer in Macon, Ga., Aug. 16.
"I've seen a lot of improvements from last
weekend, yet the results were still the same."
The women's soccer team will take on Mississippi Valley State at home at 3 p.m. today and
IUPUI at 1 p.m. Sunday, both at Cutchin Field, as
they p repare for next weekend's Racer Hampton
Inn Classic before entering OVC p lay.
Elizabeth Johnson can be reached at
elizabeth.johnson@murraystatc.·.cdu.

Cross Country launches season,
set to compete at Mid-America
Ricky M artin
Contributing writer
The Murra>' State men's and
women's cross country teams
will both open their season at the
Mid-America Opener meet held
at the University of Evansville's
course Saturday.
The women's team will look to
build upon la:;t year.
. The team finished the season
as the ranked fourth team in the
Ohio Valley Conference after a
pre-se<1son ranking of seventh.
The women arc ranked second in
the OVC preseason poll.
Coach Chris England recognizes the prc·season ranking as
' the women's team, "gaining the
respec t from their conference
peers."
Senior Alaina Zanin, junior
~,I'aylor C rawford, and sophomore Katelyn Jones are expected

to lead the women's team this
year.
"Zanin provides a lot of leadership tO our pre dominately young
team." England said.
Crawford and Jones arc both
conference champions in indoor
and outdoor track in their
respected events. Crawford in
the 800 meter and Jones in the
3,000 meter steeplechase.
The men hope to start the sea·
son strong.
After a pre-season ranking as
the eighth best team, the men
will be looking for seniors
Andrew Beckman and Jack Fin·
Icy to lead the way.
England believes that the men
will be much improved in the
coming year.
Junior Andrew Smithson. and
freshman Jordan Nikolaiscn, will
also help the Racers achieve their
goals this season, England said.

Saturday is the first of seven
meets for the Racers this season.
England said the "No. 1 priority" for the Racers is performing
well at the OVC Championships
Nov. 1 at Southeast Missouri
State.
The lengths of the races will be
shorter this weekend with the
men running a 6K as opposed to
the usuai8K, and the women running a 4K instead of their usual
5K.

Several teams will compete
this wt•ckend in Evansville.
These teams include OVC rival
Austin Pl•ay, as well as cross
state rival the University of
louisville and the hosting Purple
Aces.
The race is sched uled to begin
with the women at 10 a.m. followed by the men.
Ricky Martin can be reached at
richard.m:min@murraystate.edu.

Elaine Kight/The News

Senior Andrew Beckman uses the outdoors to train.

.

Grass is back on Kentu cky Lake.
Eurasian
watcrmilfoil,
American
pondwced, coontail moss and even some
1 lily pads are making a comeback after dis·
appearing around the late 1990s and early
2000s due to droughts and herbicide~
used by the Tennessee Valley Authority.
, Weeds are a key ingredient to sustain'
the health of a fishery. and while I ~.
aware of the biological advantages vegeta·,
tion offers, I am excited for the restora·
tion of vegetation because it opens up'
more water to fish a weed less plastic fr~.
In my mind, using a topwater frog is the
most stimulating method to spend a day
on the lake. Bass ftShermen usc the term
"blow up" to refer
·
to a bass striking a
topwater
frog.
The turmoil that
results when a
frog and hungry
bass collide over
calm water is electrifying and displays the predatorily skills of a bass.
A plastic frog to
a fisherma n is
what a Hummer is
to an off-road
enth~iast . It can
go almost anywhere without getSteve
ting snagged or
Miller
hung up. It floats, Outdoor columnist •
and the traditional
double hook design sits upright along the
back of the body. It is the most effective
lure to fish emergent vegetation, shore~'
lines littered with thick brush and timber ·
and lily pads.
A frog's versatility allows it to he fished
over open water, but it really shines , in
emergent vegetatioa The mat that forms
on top of the water from the growing
weeds is often impenetrable by tradition~
allures. These mats arc bass magnets dur·
ing the high water temperatures of sum·
mer and early fall.
,
During the summer, the vegetation will
eventually reach the top of the water and
form a canopy over the water blocking
sunlight. First, it cools the water u nder.neath by as much a 10 degrees. and proI.-ides an ~mbush location for bass to surprise the forage that use it for habitat. ,
Sometimes the mats look so thick Y.0\1•
think you walk across it, but bass have no·
problem detecting the presence of your·
frog slithering across the top. Oftenti111~:
you see a wake or boil yards away from .
the frog that reminds you of a great white
on the trail of a seal. Once the fish reaches your frog it will blow up through the
thick mat and inhale the frog.
And the best part is. because the shade
provided by the weed growth, you can
fish a topwater frog all day. This . is
opposed to having to put down the tradi·
tional treble hook topwater once the sun.
gets too high. Fish the ou ter edges of the
mats at dawn and dusk when fish arc.
more comfortable cruising shallow water,
and then probe the thickest parts of the
mat once the sun is d irectly overhead and
bass are reluctant to move out from the
shade.
. .,
One disadvantage of frog fishing is that
it is guaranteed you will lose fish and f,;til
to hook up on all strikes. If you do ho9k
up with one, the fish will immediately
take you right back into the jungle and
shake its head in an attempt to dislodge
the hook.
To combat these difficulties, wait .at
least two seconds before setting the hook
after a b low up. As for fight ing the fish
once you hook up, you need to be in con·
'trol. This means heavy tackle and a braided line. You want to put the pressure on
the fish with a powerful hook set that will
disorient the ftSh. Don't give it any slack
to let it go back into the thick weeds. Try
to keep it on the surface where you j:an
manage the fight.
,
Frog fishing can be a gamble, but the
risk is well worth the reward, and if the
grass revival on Kentucky lake continues.
it could be a technique that will put a lqt
of ftSh in your boat.

Steve Miller can be reached at
stcphen.millcr@murraystate.cdu.
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The Water Cooler
National news and gossip that's sure
to spice up your lunch conversation
CompUed from AP r eports
New addition added to •Idol' cast
"American Idol" will
look a little different this
January when it launches its eighth season on
Fox. Grammy-nominated songwriter Kara DioGuardi will join Randy
Jackson, Paula Abdul
and Simon Cowell as the
fourth judge.
Paula Abdul has long theimpropcr.com
stood as the lone female
judge and will now have some "backup,"
according to Mike Darnell, president of
alternative programming of Fox.
DioGuardio has written songs recorded
by Kelly Clarkson, Christina Aguilera,
Gwen Stefani, Celine Dion, Faith Hill, Carrie Underwood and Pink.

Former Bond star completes book
Former James Bond and Academy
Award winner Scan Connery plans to
launch his autobiography Monday. The
book titled "Being a Scot," will delve into
the complexities of Connery's early life
and give a wide-ranging look at Scottish
culture.
'The book is intended to illuminate the
77-year-old Connery's views on "many
aspects of Scottish culture and life, includ- ~
ing sport, architecture and of course, the
gothic tendency in Scot's literature,"
according to Catherine Lockerbie, direc- •
tor of the Edinburgh International Book
Festival.

I

Dr. Dre's son found dead
Dr. Dre's 20-year-old son, Andre Young.
Jr., was found dead Saturday by his mother at their home in Woodland Hills, a suburb of Los Angeles.
The Monday autopsy will likely not
reveal results for about eight weeks while
toxicology tests are done.

Spears not slated for show
Britney Spears will ....--.....,.......--.,
not perform on this
year's
MTV Video
Music Awards, according to her manager. It
was reported MTV was
engaging in talks with
Spears to appear in
some capacity.
Spears' manager said
the singer is in the mid- L-~----'
die of recording her next
studio album and would
like her focus to remain there. The VMAs
will air live Sept. 7 in Los Angeles. Kid
Rock, Pink, Rihanna and the Jonas Brothers will perform alongside several others.

Diddy's entourage Involved in stop
Rap mogul Diddy's entourage was
involved in a routine traffic stop that led
to one officer pulling his gun. An expired
tag led to a traffic violation.
The officer puUed his weapon when he
became concerned with several men
approaching the car. The situation was
quickly resolved and no citation was
issued. as the car in question was a rental.
Diddy was not in the car that was stopped.

HOary Daft's father in hot water
A judge in Texas has ordered Boh Duff.
father of tween-queen Hilary Duff, to
spend 10 days in jail for contempt of court
after a Houston judge determined he violated an injunction against selling assets
without the courts approval.
The judge ordered Bob Duff to pay
*367,537 to the court and ordered him to
pay his future ex-wife, Susan, $12,500 for
Hilary's birthday party, which was the
subject of the hearing. Her mother wanted
$25,000 to pay for a present and party.
; Neither Hilary, whose 21st birthday is
Sept. 28. nor her sister Haylie were in
I
court.

Charges against Dick dropped
1 Actor Andy Dick will not be charged
with sexual battery stemming from his
arrest last month.
: Dick was accused of pulling down a
teenage's girl top in a restaurant 80 miles
east of Los Angeles, but after a review of
the incident on tape, the 42-year-old Dick
will avoid felony charges. Dick is still
expected to face a judge on misdemeanor
(.tlrug possession charges in court

.

~edncsday.

•
fhelps
swims into late night TV
, The record-breaking
swimmer and Olympic
gold medalist wiU host
the 34th season premiere of NBC's "Saturday Night Live" Sept. 13.
I The premiere will also
:Oark the beginning of
four new Live episodes
for the popular show.
msn.com
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The Big Apple Caf~ continues to attract students and community members. The caf~ features local bands andentertainment throughout the year.

Big Apple Cafe celebrates silver anniversary
Charlotte Kyle
Staff writer
From the outside, The Big Apple Cafe doesn't
seem like much; a pale white exterior with a simple sign stating the name - But the parking lot
full of Cl!rs calls out to potential customers,
seemingly saying, "This is the place to be."
Once inside, one is quickly greeted nut only by
a friendly wurkcr, but also 25 years of history
which is scattereu upon the walls as posters,
photos, ncwspapl·r artidt•s nnd Murray State
memorabilia, tdl a different story full of music,
food. friends and love.
In the 1950s, a mlln knnwn :1s Big Apple Bill
started the original Big Apple Calc in Puryear,
Tenn.. co-owner Kaycee Cooper said.
Primarily a black establishment, The Big
Apple Cafe had a unique environment even then,
Cooper said.
"The est:lblishmcnt at that point had dirt
floors, and <featured) squirrelllrains and eggs on
the menu," she said.
The building burned down and was rebuilt in
a new location. That same location was bought
and re-opened April 1, 1983 by Robert Danielson
and Skip Chambers, though the name Rig Apple
Cafe remained the same. Oanidson worked nt
Big Apple Bill's establishment through the 1970s,
Cooper said.
"There was music every night. d\lWn there,"
Cooper said. "If they didn't have a live band,
there W<luld he a (disc jockey) who would spin
records."
Because Murray was a dry area, The Big Appk
Cafe attrotcted the cllmmunity.
When Murray hecame moist, Danielson and
Chambcrl) decided to mnkc the move to the
restaurant's current location -1005 Arcadia Circle.
October marks the seventh rc:~r in Murray,
said Chambers' son, Boone Chambers. Boone
took over the business with Cooper :it the begin-

ning of the year.
Boone said he didn't always know he would
take over the family business.
"I went to bartending school, so my father
offered me the tlpportunity to come up here and
bartend," Boone said. ''I bartemled for six years
until I bought into (the restaurant)."
Boone found a career with The Big Apple
Cafe, but said he also found love and a family.
"I met my wife here," he said. "We got married in 2004. She was a waitr<:ss - I probably
wasn't supposed to be dating her."
The couple now has two children: Porter, 3,
and Rolin, 2. Boone said he would like to remain
in Murray and maybe pass the business to his
children.
Cooper said she worked at The Big Apple
through college. but was simply a patron before
becoming an employee.
After working at the restaurant for six years,
Cooper said she was approached by Da~iclson to
take over.
"Robert, about a year before he was ready (to
sell), approached me - he has a daughter but his
daughter was 11 years old at the time - he pretty
much said, 'You know, yuu'd he the next best
thing to handing it over to somebody in my familr' and he asked if I'd be interested in doing 'It,"
Cooper said. "I thought about it for mJybe five
minutes and said. 'Yeah, I think I would.'"
Now, Cooper said she hopes to remind current
Murray State students about the history of The
Big Apple Cafe.
"When it was down south, bc:fon• (the drinking
laws changed), I think (travding south) was p:~rt
of tradition," Cooper said. "You went south and
went to The Apple because there weren't any
other options.
"I think now that this town has gotten bigger
and there are more and more bars here - I think
a lot of kids move here and never know th:~t tradition. We want to re-establish that tradition
between Murray State students and this place.''

Cooper and Chambers, both Murray Stale •
graduates, said homecoming around the cafe is •
packed.
"Some of the kids that arc in school now have
parents who hung out (at The Big Apple C:~(c)
when they were in school," Boone said. "Most
everything we try to keep the same. Obviously if
it's worked for 25 ye:us it c:~n't he bad."
Along the walls of the restaurant arc postt:Md!!
sent to the store by customers and fri\•nds, a tradition carried over from the old Apple, Couper
said. Students who study abroad takl' hats with
the Big Apple Cafe logo on them and take photos
of historic statues across the world wearing thl'
hats.
Because many of the patrons of the restaurant
· have married and started families. Cooper s:~id a
section of the wall is now devoted to baby photos, with all of the children wearing logo ~mesics.
Cooper said when a child on the wall turns 21,
they take his or her photo down, "that way they
won't be embarrassed drinking here with thc£r
baby picture on the wall."
Along with live bands on Thursdays, Boone
and Cooper added band::; to occasional TuesdnY.,s .
and Saturdays. A schedule is available at bigap,...
plemurray.com. The deck has also added rcgui:J.::.
tion corn hole games and Cooper said tourn:t.::·
mcnts will begin soon.
: :::
Every other Wednesday is Guerrilla Poetry, a~::
open mic poetry night started in the surntnl·r;::
This Wednesday is the next night and HoonJ}: :
said he encourages anyone to participate
: •: •
'.1 • •
"We try to really cater to evcr}'one," he snau.:•:
Whether it is through the varict}' of music; ;:
food or art, Cooper said there is really snmethin~· : •
for everyone. She said, however, she knuWs •
what is most important to many patrons.
"The bean roll," Cooper said. "You have to
mention the bean roll. The bean roll is what put
us on the map."
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.
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Product Panel

Movie Review

Our panel "experts" will try out a variety of products
and offer their opinion every other week. In each panel
we will feature a new fun, fresh and esciting product for
our panelists to review.

This week's product: WaiiPOPS
WallPOPS use special adhesive
technology to safely adhere its
designs to walls of all types
without leaving residue. With
several different sizes and
styles to choose from, people
of all ages can create designs
that are both removable and
reappliable.
Where to lluy It:
Wallpaper for Less
922 S. 12th St.
270-753-8952

Panel says:
"It was pretty coot. The fact
that you can place it securely on
any wall and remove it without
taking the wall with you is great.
If the wallpaper had pictures or
designs on it like a poster, it would
be that much better,"
-Omoun Covington
Black Student Organizations president

moviesmedia.ign.com

Shelley, played by Anna Faris, second from the left, Is aformer Playboy bunny who becomes a house mother to the most unpopular sorority on campus.

Predictability takes the hop from 'Bunny'
Cody Arant
Staff writer
Remember the character Cindy Campbell in all the 'Scary Movies?' If you can
picture her as a Playboy bunny you may
understand the basic concept behind
"The House Bunny," the latest offering
from Happy Madison Productions.
Anna Faris plays a ditzy Playboy model
who gets a letter the day after her 27th
birthday asking her to leave the Playboy
mansion. ln a short series of wacky
events she finds herself the house mother
to the loveable outcasts of Zeta Alpha
Zeta, the generic goofball Greek organization that has been the cornerstone of
many a "college" movie.Stop me if you've heard this one, but
ZAZ is butting heads with the dean
because they've failed to meet recruitment requirements. The nerdy Natalie
(Emma Stone, "Superbad") surmises
ZAZ's problem as their inability to throw
parties or meet boys.
Who happens to be excellent at both of
these things? Why, Playboy models of
course! Almost- but not quite- before
you can narrate the entire plot of the rest
of the movie, Shelley has turned the barely concealed attractiveness of the ZAZ
girls into completely unconcealed attractiveness which, in turn, has made ZAZ the
most popular sorority on campus.
Have you picked up on the fact that the
main plot in the movie is incredibly
generic? Well, that's because it is, To
make up for this, there are several subplots contained within the movie. Instead
of shoring up the weak plot, the subplots

just come across as half-assed
About once every 20 minutes something will come up and the audience will
say, "Oh, yeah, that guy. He was totally
starting to get a storyline about something."
There are numerous romances buried
in the movie. Trailers for "The House
Bunny" feature Colin Hanks ("Orange
County") as a love inter est for Shelley.
The two or three scenes from the trailer
are almost all he has.
Natalie has a thing for frat boy Colby,
played .h¥ Tyson Ritter of the All-American Rejects. He shows up three or four
times tops. Honestly, what guy doesn't
wish he could just make an appearance so
infrequently .and stiU get the girl?~~~
The absolute best romance in the
movie is between Joanne (Rumer Willis)
and some guy who literally just happens
to be jogging past at the time. Honestly,
it's a pivotal point for Joanne. Other
buried subplots include anything featuring the bad guys.
The rival sorority that drives the main
plot should, theoretically, be a major
force in the movie. But, they are only
shown a couple of times and their acts of
evil are really just harmless and genuinely funny pranks.
Shelley also has a nemesis of sorts. She
shows up four times and barely makes an
impact.
Most movies can rely on engaging
characters to salvage bad plots. That's
what Will Ferrell has been doing in
movies for years. Unfortunately, "The
House Bunny" doesn't provide much in
the way of character development. You

ihe pieces peel on and off the wall
easily. They still appear to be sticky,
too. They have that dim sheen and ·
chemical smell of plastic, and they.
bubbled up a bit in the center the:::
way Contact Paper does." ·
-Holly Goddard Jones

won't learn anything about the characters
beyond what you can glean from the trailer. Shelly is the ditzy blonde. Natalie is
the cute nerd. The other girls of ZAZ are
cookie-cutter characters that all fill roles.
There is the pregnant one, the ultra-masculine girl, the acerbic cynic and the
painfully shy one. None of the characters
really progress beyond their initial state
in anything save their looks.
In spite of weak writing and cookiecutter characters, the movie still manages
to be enjoyable. Anna Faris is hilarious.
She plays the part of the ditzy blonde
well. She makes the character fu nny and
throws in the perfect amount of irritating.
Emma Stone delivers her lines with an
endea.ring blend of humor and awkw;.rd
self-awareness.
All in all the movie is worth watching if
you've got nothing better to do, but waiting for the DVD won't kill you.
"The House Bunny•· has a run-time of
97 minutes and is rated PG-13 for sexrelated humor, partial nudity and brief
strong language.
Cody Arant
can be reached at
cody.arant@murraystate.edu.

Assistant professor of English and
philosophy

"WaiiPOPS are a fun product to slap
designs or words on a wall without
having to use paint. The only downside is that you need a steady hand,.
and cutting out intricate letters and .
shapes is difficult. Inthe current roll
form, the product gets tow scores for ;
usability, but if WattPOPS came in pre:
cut letters and shapes - sign me upl"
-Josh Jacobs
Deputy to the president

"It's acool idea but they're not the
right size to decorate an entire wall,
much less a whole room. If they were
larger they would be more useful."
-Kara Mantooth

Zero tickets: Save your cash
One ticket: Only if you're bored
Two tickets: Rent it on your iPhone
Three tickets: Head to the box
office
Four tickets: A future classic

Student Government Association president

MURRAY

CLASSIFIEDS

Need to sell your
car?
'
Having a yard
·sale?
)"lave a pet that
needs to ao to a
.g ood home?
Trying to rent an
apartment?
•
Looking
for
a
roommate?
job
Have
a
.o~ening?

Place your classified a<J with the
Murray State News
~_nd reach all of
Murray State either
jn Friday's paper or
online
at
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. Wilson Hall room 111,
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NIGHT OF STARS

August 29, 2008

Wind ensemble entertains,
.fifth annual benefit concert
Jessica Nail
Contributing writer
When the curtain opens
and the lights shine on the
stage, the Murray State Symphonic Wind Ensemble will
take the stage with internationally known bluegrass
group, The Kruger Brothers,
in their first performance of
the year.
The ftfth annual Night of
Stars benefit concert will
take place at 7 p.m. on Sept. 6
in Lovett Auditorium and will
bluegrass
tunes
feature
played by a classical ensemble.
. Dennis Johnson, Wind
Ensemble conductor, is looking forward to the event.
''The two drastically different genres of music don't
seem to logically compliment
one another but the outcome
of the Kruger Brothers bluegrass and our classical ensemble is a great combination,"
Johnson said.
This is the second year the
Kruger Brothers have played
alongside the Wind Ensemble, but Johnson said he hopes
the audience reception is the
same.
"Last year, the audience
was amazing," Johnson said.
"They didn't want to leave,
which is a good problem to
have. 1 think this year is going
to be even better because
people returning to see the
concert are looking forward
to it and the people who are
new are in for a real treat''
According to their Web
site, Jens and Uwe Kruger
were born and raised in
Switzerland and began their
professional music careers in
1973.
The banjo and guitar play·
ers then added bassist Joel
Landsberg and the Kruger

Brothers were formed. The
group began appearing in the
United States in 1997 and has
seemed to found their niche
ln the bluegrass scene.
The trio wiU fly solo for the
first portion of the program,
followed by collaboration
with the Wind Ensemble.
The program for this year's
concert is similar as the play
list for last year's performance, but bassist Joel Lands·
berg said the event will have
additional pieces and new
material
"The concert will be similar
in that it is a wonderful collaboration between the Murray State Wind Ensemble and
the Kruger Brothers," he said.
Landsberg said the blue·
grass group decided to return
to Murray State because of its
wonderful experience last
year and its connection with
the students of the Wind
Ensemble.
"We absolutely had to say
yes to performing at Night of
Stars," he said. "Last year we
were able to really get
involved with the MSU musicians by encouraging them
and letting them pick our
brains about our music
career. They really are a firstclass group of students and
we were honored to be able to
make music with them."
Together the two groups
will perform excerpts from
"Music from the Spring: A
Romantic Serenade for Banjo,
Guitar, Bass & Orchestra."
All compositions were written by the Kruger Brothers.
Johnson said though the
Wind Ens~mble members
must leani a long list of musical numbers in a short period
of time, the performers aren't
intimidated.
"The students aren't given
a lot of time to learn the mate-

rial but they are the best students and the top performing
group so they take the initiative to learn the material on
their own,'' Johnson said.
Heather Watt!rs, senior
from Murray :md one of the
45 members of the Wind
Ensemble, has performed in
the past four Night Of Stars
concerts and she said the
practice outside of class is
necessary to pull of the first
performance of the year.
"We practice an hour per
day Monday through Friday
as a whole but it takes a lot of
time individually on everyone's part," Waters said.
Proceeds from the concert
go towards the Wind Ensemble's trip to the John F.
Kennedy Center in Washington. D.C. thi~ April.
Megan Richter, senior
French horn player from
Trenton, lll.. said the opportunity to perform nt the
Kennedy Center is e4ual to
the signilic;~nce of the performance five years ago at
Carnegie Hall in New York/
"This opportunity will put
Murray State on the map in
terms uf clnssical music and it
is a once-in-a-lifetime event
for many people to get to perform in such a famous performing arts center." Richter
said.
Advanc'-'d tickets for the
Night llf Stnrs can be purchased exclusively through
ticketmastcr at ticketmaster.com or br calling 8096456.
Adults may purchase tickets at the door the night of the
performance for $15. Murray
State students with a Racercard and children unJer 12
can get in for $12.

Jessica Nail can be reached
at jessica. nail@
murray!itatc.edu.

The K1119er Brothers. orlolnally from Swltzer1and. will perform pieces from "Music from the Sprlnq."

This fs the second year the l(ruqer Brothers will perform alonoslde of the Murray State Wind Ensemble.

mpet on
Murray State University is seeking
entrants for the

First Business Plan
Concept Competition

in Prizes!
Open to Graduate & Undergraduate
Students
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